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AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

tion, under Generals Wayne, Clarke, Harmar,
44 An orphan’s curse would drag to hell
It is no matter who I arri, nor where I the law secures the safety of the innocent.
Hamtramck, and St. Clair. After a short discus
/ A spirit from on High ;
was born, nor what my childhood might
The Ootinsel for the prisoner spoke in
sion of this amendment, the bill was laid on thé
But oh ! more horrible than that
ks PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
have been. It is sufficient to say, that on his behalf with the eloquence * f an angel.
table, and the general appropriation bill was ta
Is the curse in a dead man’s eye ?”*
JAMES K. REMICH.
coming of age, I was cleverly situated in The wretched culprit could never forget
ken Up. Mr. Kane concluded his remarks in re
44
They
only
who
have
made
a
dead
man
Office on the Main-Street,-opposite the ¡Meeting-House. the world.—My village is far from this him. He was now struggling against wind
ply to Mr. Sprague upon the W. I. trade, and Vari
Biiren’s instructions. These questions came up
what
he
is,
know
that
curse
?
”
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
place, and there I was beloved rind respect and tide, but he struggled manfully and
on
the items of the bill providing for foreign mis
He stopped and dropped liis feverish
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— ed. From some cause or other, 1 had threw into defence so much of that savor of
sions. Mr. Holmes spoke in answer to Mr. Kanëj
head
upon
his
hand
in
silence.
I
forbore
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which more influence over my acquaintance, es
until the hour of adjournment.
all eloquence, heartiness, that the prosecu
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No pecially over my female acquaintance, than
tor in his closing speech could hardly ef to disturb him.— But after a few moments
paper discontinued, exceptât the option of the pub
TUESDAY, APRIL 10.
is common to a man in the ranks of the face the impression he had made. The he rose, and looking about him exclaimed,
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
44 It is beautiful—this summer evening. I
Mr. Holmes resumed his remarks in reply to
multitude.
My
reading,
and
above
all,
charge
was
given
and
the
jury
retired.
The publisher doesnot hold himself responsible for
44 The spectators seemed to find them am more interested by it than any other I Mr. Kane, on the Appropriation Bill, and con
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount my habits of reflection had probably occa
tinued until the hour of adjournment.
sioned
this
superiority.
When
1
came
of
selves
a little relieved by this temporary ever looked upon.”
charged for its insertion.
44
It
is
beautiful,
”
^
said
I,
44
but
why
age, there was one girl in the village whom suspension of these absorbing proceedings:
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11I loved with all my heart, if ever man so 4 He will be convicted,’ murmured one to should it be particularly interesting to you ?”
■ ; MISCELLANEOUS. Mr. Foot’s pension bill being taken Upj arid
He
looked
at
me
strangely
and
only
an

loved ; and with my strong passions, love his neighbor, in a smothered tone. 4 I hope
Mr. Robinson’s amendment being under consid
THE BRAND.
swered, 44 Because it is—my last.”
eration, Mr. White moved to amend it by includ
44 It was a cruel punishment,” said my was a thing that would color my life and he will be cleared,’ said another, who very
44
Your
last
!
”
I
exclaimed,
44
what
can
ing
44 any other person who was iri service under
: vexation
tinde to the squire, as I entered the room. gather to itself all my being. She was probably would have felt a
the authority of she U.S. against any tribe or na
yoii mean, my friend ?”
more
than
worthy
of
me.
She
did
not
ful

iurkbsg
in
the
4
old
Adam
’
withrh^
had
his;
“ What punishment ?” I inquired.
44 It must be my last. I had sworn tion of I > ’’-»!> . revious to 1st Jan. 1795.” The
4 hope’ been gratified. 4 Gtsffly or not, I
to iidhude thosg who were ih service
«« Why branding a man with hot iron — ly b.y-ow me ; if she did, she was indiscreet ;
when
I reached the house yonder, that the object
against the southwestero.Indians. A protract- J
but shall I find fault in her now ! She is wish he was out of their clutches,’ said a
stamping it into the flesh — literally frying
trial
I
then
made,
if
it
failed,
should
be
debate
ensued,
the bill was laid on the table?
dead, sir—while I have the curse of living third, who heeded his own strong sympathy friy last trial. I may not perjure as well as ayes 25. The and
general appropriation bill being
it.”
rather than public justice. As for the crim
—the curse of a living death !
murder ! I cannot swim. Death cannot taken up, Mr. Holmes addressed the Senate a?
“ But was it ever really practised, sir !”
44 Among those who moved in the same inal, he stood the mark for all eyes, yet in
bout two hours in conclusion of his remarks. At
elude
me here!”
i( Certainly,” replied my uncle; 44 it has
the request of Mr. Smith, further discussion oil
circle with Laura and myself, was a man different to all. Why should he have
Before
I
could
arrest
his
motion
he
threw
been done in Connecticut.”
the subject was suspended, and the Senate pro
by the name of Haley. She was indiscreet heeded them when he had so much within himself into the river, which here ran with a ceeded
to other items of the bill. Mr. Smith
I have seen it done,” added the squire ;
his
own
bosom
to
cheer
him
with
its
conso

enough to endure some trifling attentions
deep and rapid current. 1 at once leaped after moved to insert $2500 for each head of depart
“it is but a moment’s work ; but when
from him, while her affections were given lations, or goad him with its reproaches ?
to enable them to have their papers ar
him. One moment I gasped and struggled ment,
the red instrument touches the criminal’s
ranged and indexed. Mr. Clay objected ; hé
44 The jury returned. The 4 foreman’
to me. Moreover, that man was vile—vile
—and the next, as I crept dripping up the said it had never within his knowledge, taken
forehead or hand, he starts as if the iron
in the grain. Like some men we read of was called on for the verdict. All bank to my clothes, I thanked my God, five minutes to find anv document, unless it was
had entered his soul ! But the pain is not
in history, he seemed to have been cast as a bent forward with engrossing interest, and in the joy of a lightened bosom, that an old Revolutionary paper. He said $10,000
the essence of the punishment ; if the
mildew upon the sphere in which he lived at that moment the prisoner would the murderer and his brand had been 4 crea was now asked for to pay for what it is the duty
stamp be on the forehead, it is a frontlet of
—fitted to blight all whom he touched. himself have postponed the giving of the tures of the stuffs that dreams are made of!’ ” of the clerks to perform. Mr. Smith said tiro
shame—a perpetual badge of fearful crime
Secretary of State had asked for double the sum.
To have decorated his ruffle, he would have verdict, and yet would wish it already pro
Mr. Foot said the Secretary’s letter disclosed tho
— before the whole world.”
sold for gold the bones of his sister. There nounced, but looked at the juryman as one
difficulty
*Coleridge.
; the old clerks had been removed, and
I was of course interested, and made all was hardly one spark of kindly humanity alone could look. The foreman answered,
the new ones did not know where to look for
the inquiries which the curiosity of a young flashing up from the dark gulfs of his soul. 4 Guilty—of manslaughter.’
UNITED-ST ATES-LEGISL ATURE. documents ; he mentioned an instance where a
man could suggest. It was just after sun But this is toying with a dagger that has
gentleman had been detained three weeks before
IC A murmur of satisfaction ran through
TWENTY-SECOND CONGRESS...... FIRST SESSION.
the new clerks could rind his accounts. Mr.
set when the conversation took place, and
the bouse, and every one drew in his
entered my heart.
Clay said the number of clerks had been increased,
I strolled out with my mind intent on the
SENATE.
until unwilling to a^k for more, the heads of de
44 I knew his character, and observed his breath, as if a load had been taken from
fearfulness of a murderer’s crime and of attentive demeanor towards Laura. She his breast.
partment asked for a gross sum in money.—Mr.
MONDAY. APRIL 2.
his punishment. — The moon rose, round had declared her love for me, yet I watch
Mr. Poindexter laid a resolution on the table, Smith withdrew his motion.
44 I was that criminal. I was not to die proposing
to discharge the committee on Manu
and clouded, as I rambled along the green ed him with a burning jealousy that I again — I had not been adjudged guilty of mur
from the further consideration of the
THURSDAY, APRIL 12.
bank of a considerable river in the neigh and again scorned as irrational and degrad der—it was only manslaughter. I need factures
several subjects referred to them on the 22d inst.
The general appropriation bill was resumed.
borhood, and as it was unusually warm, ing to my self respect. 4 Does she love me ?’ not tell you that a tear rolled down my and on which they have not reported, and to re Several
items were discussed ; Mr. Clay moved
even for midsummer, I looked on the cool thought I, 1 if she does, can she endure pale cheek, when, looking round to the au fer the same to a select committee. After the to strike out the items appropriating salary and
transaction
of
a
portion
of
the
usual
morning
’
s
water with a feeling of delight and deter another’s assiduities—and above all, can she dience for the first time during my trial,
outfits for a Charge to Guatemala, deeming thé
the Senate at an early hour, went into mission unnecessary. Some discussion took place
mined to enjoy it. I was yet too warm, endure him—him ? Was I born to share I saw early and dear friends whose love, business,
the consideration of executive business. When on this motion ; when the motion was negatived
and throwing off my coat, I lay down upon a human heart-—was I born to share any though born and nutured in the sunshine the doors were opened, the Senate resumed the by a vote of 30 to 8, most of the speakers having
of the bill making appropriations expressed their regret that the information com
the grass for a few minutes.
thing—with such a wretch as that man ! of my innocent youth, had clung to mein consideration
for the support of Government for the year 1832;
It was not long before I observed a man
by Mr. Clay had not been received
44 I was in this temper one evening, when this clouded day of my misfortune—my the question being on the amendment proposed municated
moving along the bank towards me, with a an honest fellow, who knew little of these guilt. I loved them all ; but she whom I most by the Committee on Finance, to increase the ap earlier, as they were now fettered by the recent
of the nomination of the present
step alternately hurried and faultering, and feelings between man and woman, except loved and for whom I would have been propriation of the House for the judicial expen confirmation
Charge to Guatemala.
seemingly absorbed in his own strange as he blundered upon them, carelessly ask ready to pour my soul unto—she had not ses of the United States from 190,000 to 250,000
FRIDAY, APRIL 13. .
thoughts. As he approached to me I could ed me 4 if I thought Haley was really going trusted herself to look upon thecasting of dollars. This amendment was supported in de
bate, by Messrs. Smith and Marcy^ and opposed
hear him mutter something, to me uncon marry Miss Laura.’ 4 No, not that I know the fearful die.
The general appropriation bill Was taken up;
by Messrs. Tyler, Hayne, Miller and Webster ;
Mr. Miller moved to strike out the appropriation
nected and unintelligible, but I said nothing of,’ I replied ; 4 why, have you heard so ?’
44 According to the punishment prescrib and the question having been taken by yeas and for an outfit for a minister to France in the room
until he started on suddenly discovering me. ‘Yes; but he talks strangely if it is true.’ ed for the offence of which I have been nays, on motion of Mr. Miller, the amendment of
Mr. Rives, who is to return. After a shafp
He would then have turned away, but I ac He t-hen repeated to me a remark which adjudged guilty, I was branded as you see was adopted, yeas 20, nays 19. The next amend discussion, the motion prevailed by the casting
ment considered, was to increase the appropria
costed him with a kindly salutation, and be Haley had made respecting Laura in the —here I I underwent
a tedious impris tions providing for the diplomatic intercourse of Vote of the President. Mr. Clay moved to strike
came to my side, yet with a perplexed and presence of two or three companions, inti onment. At the close of my confinement, the United States, by adding an appropriation of out the provision for a minister to Belgium, on
ground that a minister is ndt necessary—-a
doubting look. Seeing at once that he was mating what no man ever yet heard patient I was overjoyed in looking fully on the four thousand five hundred dollars, for the re the
of the Ministers from France and England. discussion ensued, but thé question was not takeri.
not a townsman, I asked him 44 where he ly of the woman be loved. 4 Could you beams of4 the blessed sun,’ and in feeling turn
■I u. uMirf
On this amendment a debate ensued, in which
was from ?” 44 what might be the matter ?” swear that he said so ?’ I inquired, in a on my face the fresh breezes which had Messrs. Smith, Foote, Holmes, King, Clayton,
SATURDAY, APRIL 14.
and other similar questions. He did not measured and peculiar tone that astonished fanned my childhood, and stirring with the Webster, Marcy, and Clay, took part; but be
The day was principally spent in Executive
fore any question was taken, Mr. Clayton, at a session.
answer directly, but pointing to a house at him. 4 I am sure of it,’ he replied. 4 I life of unfettered action.
late hour, moved an adjournment, which was
no great distance, inquired, 44 What is the heard him.’
44 But the glory that was on the face of carried.
MONDAY, APRIL 16.
name of the lady who lives there ?” I in I listened to nothing more, for these tidings all things, passed away like the hues of the
Mr.
Clay,
from
the
committee
on manufac
formed him. 44 They are worthy people, filled my whole soul. I had never been so sunset sky. Wherever I went men shud
TUESDAY, APRIL 3.
tures, made a report on the subject of Public
The bill from the House, to amend the act for Lands, referred to them on the 22d ult. accompa
she and her family,” he continued, 44 are wrought upon ; I did not bluster, and I dered for the mark was upon me, She had
the relief of certain surviving officers and sol nied by a bill, to appropriate the proceeds of-the
they not ?”
thought but fora moment.what I was to do. died while I was yet in prison. I left the diers of the army of the revolution, was read the public
lands, among the several States, for thé
44 Very;” I replied.
place
of
my
birth,
to
which
I
first
re

second time and referred to the Committee on
Firearms were not at hand ; but I hastily
of five years, except in case of the inter
44 I thought so” said he, 44 1 thought so, procured two rude clubs, & moved towards turned after my imprisonment, and I have Pensions. The bill making appropriations for period
vention of a war, in the following manner, viz.
yet I was driven away —the lady frowned the tavern, where my informant had last wandered from village to village, and from the support of the Government for the year 1832, ten per cent, to the several States in wfficn the
was
taken
up
as
the
unfinished
business,
the
me away !”
seen Haley.—I left word at the door that state to state. But in all my wanderings question being on the amendment proposed by lands lie, and the remainder to thé sètMràï tWen44 Frowned you away, sir ? For what ?” a person wished to see him at the corner of I have found no heart that could love me the Committee on Finance, adding an appropria ty-four States, according to their federal popula
tion. The bill was read, and on tlid question of
44 I will tell you,” said he, taking a seat the common, and took my station in the in despite of the terrible ignominy which tion of four thousand five hundred dollars for the ordering it to a second reading, Mr. Benton spoke
return
of
the
ministers
from
France
and
Eng

beside me-. He was a well dressed man, al shade of a large tree. When he reached is written in my flesh. Men look at me
in opposition to the bill. Mr. Smith moved to lay
land. On this question, Mr. Sprague first ad the bill on the table with a view to take up the
though he seemed to have buffeted too the spot designated, I stepped into the path and 4 pass by on the other side.’
dressed the chair, and continued his remarks un appropriation bill, which was agreed to. Mr.
much with fatigue and the dust. Aside before him. 4 Haley,’said I ; 4 there is a
They who are the tenderer, are also the til a late hour, when he gave way for a motion to Chambers moved the printing of 5000 extra copies
from this, however, his pale face and large club for you and one for myself. We will purer part of creation, and they too shun me. adjourn.
of the report, which, after a long debate, was
blue eyes gave him some interest with me, settle our difficulties here, now ?'—The The brand is deep ; for no tears can wash
agreed to by a vote of 26 to 19.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4.
and particularly his thick black hair that cowardly villain turned white as ashes, ¡tout. It is lasting; for it will endure the
Mr. Waggaman laid on the table resolutions of
TUESDAY, APRIL 17.
hung down so as to conceal his forehead and i Why — what is—the—matter—friend ?’ feverish impulses that throb beneath it ; it the legislature of Louisiana, instructing the Sen
The Chair laid before the Senate two Execu
shade the upper portion of his face.
he stammered, trembling while he took the will endure until the flesh shall utterly per ators, and requesting the representatives from tive communications : the first a report from the
“ I walked,” said he, mournfully, “not club. 4 There is no need of explanation, ish about it. The worms, who revel in that State to use their exertions to procure the Secretary of War, in reply to a resolution rela
ofalaw,at the present session, rechar tive to the construction of the military road m
far from twenty miles this day, and was wretched slanderer as you are. You know likening beauty to deformity, shall alone passage
tering the Bank of the United States.
Maine, (to Mar’s Hill); which was referred to
weary when I reached this village. Stop how you have treated Laura--------- 44 At the see me stript of my shame !”
the Committee on Military affairs ; and the
ping a moment at the door of that house mention of her name, he knew there was
THURSDAY, APRIL 5.
a report from the Secretary of the Treasury
Here he stopped, overcome with the af
yonder, I was treated civilly—-kindly ; and no room for parley, and accordingly he en
The bill to amend the act for the relief of Revo closing additional correspondence from, the Col
fliction which pressed upon him the more
sitting awhile with the lady herself, I fell deavored to get the advantage by suddenly grievously whenever his mind recurred to lutionary officers and soldiers, was reported by lectors, &c. on the subject of duties, as required
the committee on Pensions without amendment. by a resolution of the Senate ; which waéofdésinto an interesting conversation. Refresh aiming a blow at my head. Had it not been
.
it. He had told his painful story, but 1 The commitiee on the Judiciary reported the bill ed to be printed.
ments were offered me. Rising from the for this ungenerous resort, I would only
Senate then resumed, in commifto® of
wished to suggest to him the means of con in addition to an act for the relief of insolvent theThe
Whole,
the
consideration
of
the
General
Ap
debtors, with an amendment, by which it is pro
seat which I had occupied, I incautiously have dealt with him in the club law mode.
solation. 44 Can you not conceal it, my posed to strike out the proviso, that applicants propriation Bill. An amendment moveri fey Mr.
came into a fresher current of air ; the wind But as it was, I avoided the stroke, the color
under the act must show that they have taken the Foindexter, reducing the appropriation for minis
blew aside the hair from my forehead. The mounted my cheek warmer than ever, and friend ?” said I.
benefit of the insolvent acts of the State in which ter to Colombia, was negatived—ayes 20, noes_21.
44
But
for
a
moment,
”
he
replied.
4
The
lady was looking at me at that moment, and with one blow upon his head, I stretched
they live. The bill from the House making ap The Bill, was then reported to' the Senate, as
suddenly drawing back her chair, she gaz him on the elrth.—There he lay like a log. only mode which will itself escape suspi propriations tor the Indian, department for 1832, amended. Some discussion took place on thé
amendment, made in committee, adding 60,000
cion,
is
the
slight
one
which
I
adopted
yes

was read and committed.
ed upon me with silent horror. What could I looked at him awhile : 4 Is he dead ! Am
On motion of Mr. Foot, the bill supplementary dollars to the appropriation made by the House
I do?—With a stern formality I bade her [—am I really a murderer ? What a soul terday and you know how a puff of wind to the act for the relief of the surviving officers for the contingencies in the Judicial Department,
« good day,’ and left the house. It was not have I driven into eternity, & that I should deprived me of that resort. Once and and soldiers of the revolution, was taken up and and the amendment was not concurred in—ayes
again.have I found myself, as I then did, in amended, so as to include officers of the navy-and 15, noes24. The bill Was not gone through with
half an hour since ; the candles were al send him thither
fellowship with my kind. Once and again marines.
when the Senate adj.
ready lighted.”
‘ Unanele’d,
A motion made by Mr. Marcy, to amend it far
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18.
Nor reckoning made, but sent to his account as I looked on the land of promise, have ther, so as to include in its provisions express ri
My curiosity was excited. Looking ear
I been as suddenly as then, swept away
With all his imperfections on his head.’
ders,
boatmen
and
wagoners,
was
rejected.
The
bill
to
provide
for
the vaccination of the
nestly at him, I asked the cause or the prob
44 I withdrew leaving my club upon the from its green banks upon the tide of bitter
Mr. Webster, from the select committee on Indians was reconsidered, and after a long debate
able cause of such treatment.
spot—Haley was soon after found there— reflections and solitary yearnings of soul. Apportionment of Representatives, made a report was amended and passed to a third reading by a
“ I know the magic secret—it is here —
vote of 30 to 11.
But my friend—I will call you friend — thereon, accompanied by a Bill.
actually dead.
look !” said he, removing his hat and un
could 1 conceal this outward symbol of The Senate then proceeded to the orders of
44
A
neighboring
town
shortly
witnessed
THURSDAY, APRIL 19.
the day on the appropriation bill, the question
covering his high and broad forehead.
guilt I could not wash away the guilt.”
being on the amendment proposing to allow
The consideration of the appropriation bill was
Ï shuddered as I saw deeply branded there the trial of a prisoner for murder. The
44 Is it so ?” 1 inquired; 44 you did not $4500 for the return of the Ministers from resumed, and a debate arose, on the questfo® of
the letter M.—4 Was I talking with a mur room was crowded long before the Court ar design his death.’
France and England, upon which Mr. Sprague concurring with the committee of the whole, in
rived,
and
stirring
with
the
hum
of
busy
and
derer ! Is there blood, thought I, on this
44 I cannot lay that ‘ flattering unction spoke for more than two hours in conclusion of the à’méndment, by which the appropriate for
feverish expectations : but at the appointed
his remarks, and the Senate adjourned.
the outfit of a minister to France was struck out.
man’s skirts.’
to my soul.’ Whatever I might have in
Before this was brought to a close, ® message
“ I know it all !” he exclaimed. 1 You hour the severe features and firm voice of tended a moment before, yet, when I struck
was received from the House, asking Mhte of the
FRIDAY, APRIL 6.
fire a man, and, man that you are, you the Judge bushed all confusion, and the au that blow my blood boiled and the, death
Grundy
The Appropriation Bill was taken up, and Mr. Senate for the attendance of
must shudder when you think of blood. dience hung breathless on the prisoner’s en of the victim could only allay it. This is Kane
spoke about two hours, without concluding, Ewing, Buckner and Tipton, to give evidence on
Here, on my forehead, is the mark of the trance. But why shall I waste words of the sting which has given me sleepless ag in reply to the Speech of Mr. Sprague on the the trial of Sa.muel Houston. Leæve was granted,
and the Senate adjourned.
beast. The brand has gone deeper, too — the gone-by scenp.
British Colonial Trade arrangement.
44 The audience drew long breaths as the ony. I was—though but for a moment—
The Senate then adjourned to Monday.
it is on my soul ! it will not out !”
a murderer ! Conscience has indeed been
FRIDAY, APRIL 20.
There was no pride nor concern upon evidence was, word after word, unrolled to me,4 the vicegerent of the Almighty.’-The
A message was communicated from the Presi
M
onday
^
A
pril
9.
before
them.
The
evidence
was
of
that
his face at that moment. There was ag
dent, enclosing a letter of the Secretary of State,
certainty of that moment’s crime has bung
The Senate on motion of Mr. Foot, took up in reply to a resolution, calling for all the in
ony—the writhing of the spirit, bruised, circumstantial character which has often upon me in prison and in my wanderings
the
44
bill
supplementary
to
the'
det
for
the
crushed, as it had been, yet strong ; and ruined an innocent prisoner, while the real by night and by day, like a leaden incu relief of the officers and soldiers of the army structions and correspondence relating to the
Colonial Trade, which has not been previously
this might well win my compassionate re murderer has been a secure spectator of the bus, pressing down my spirit to the very of thé Revolution.” [There are two bills before communicated*
A resolution was offered by Mr.
spect. I asked him, with the earnest sim trial. The jury had the look of honest dust. The murdered man has been with Congress ; one in each Hôtee, for extending Forsyth, calling on the Secretary of the Treasu
plicity of a young man, to tell me his story. men, who are fearful lest the next word of me at al! times, and in all places. He has Revolutionary pensions.] Mr. Robinson, of ry to explain the eaùsW ôf the increased expen
Illinois, moved an amendment to include in the ses of the Judicial Department. The Senate pro
Wiping the perspiration from his pale face, the witness should compel them to relin walked with me, eat with me, slept with bill
a provision for the ©ffleers and soldiers who ceeded to the consideration of the General
quish
the
rational
though
slight
doubts
by
he began and proceeded with the following
served in ths Indian war after the Revolu
me.
which,
where
they
exist,
the
humanity
of
narrative.

L
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propriation Bill, when a discussion arose on th®
question made the day previous, respecting an
outfit in advance for a new Minister to France,
which was continued until the hour of adjourn
ment- [The Intelligencer observes of this dis
cussion, that “ it was a very pregnant and ani
mated debate, touching the powers and responsi
bilities of the President of the United. States.”]
The Senate adjourned to Monday.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
SATURDAY,MARCH 31.

Mr. Ingersoll, from the Committee of Ways
and Means, presented the report of the minority
of that committee on the subject of the tariff, and
on the motion of Mr. Briggs of Massachusets,
five thousand copies of it were ordered to be
printed. The House resumed the consideration
of the report of the Judiciary Committee, on the
subject of the charge against the Wiscasset col
lector, and Messrs. Speight, Stanbery, Allen of
Kentucky, &. Felder of South Carolina, severally
•poke upon the question.
MONDAY, APRIL 2.

Numerous petitions were presented, and
among them one by Mr. Mercer-, from certain
British subjects, resident in the Kingdom of
Great Britain, on the subject of slavery, suggest
ing or recommending, the appropriation of funds
for the colonization of free blacks, through the
medium of the colonization Society.—Upon this
memorial a warm and animated debate ensued,
in which Messrs. Polk, Mercer, Drayton, Burges,
Arnold, Semmas, Ingersoll, Blair, of S. C. Dick
son, Patton, and Briggs participated. The sub
ject was ultimately disposed of, after a discussion
of three hours, by the withdrawal of the petition.
TUESDAY, APRIL 3-

Th® report of the committed on the Judiciary,
on the snbject.of the charges
t h« Collect
or of Wiscasset, was again canal fluted ; and Mr.
j^itchell of South Ca/Alina, and Mr. Anderson
addressed the Housa Until the close of the hour.
The Hous® afterwards Went into a committee of
the Whole on the state of the Union, and took up
the revolutionary pension bill, which was discus
sed until half past 4 o’clock, when the committee
rose, and the House adjourned.
WEDNESDAY, AFRIL 4.
Th® House went into a Qommittee of the
Whole on the state of the Union, and took up the
revolutionary pension hill. Mr. Davis, of South
Carolina, addressed the committee until four o’
clock, when, before he had concluded his argu
ment, the committee, on motion of Mr. Carson,
rose, and the House adjourned.
THURSDAY, APRIL 5.
The House resumed the consideration of a
motion made by Mr. Davis of South Carolina,
to refer the resolution relating to the Collector of
Wiscasset to the Secretary of the Treasury. Mr.
Pearce spoke in opposition to the motion ; and
the House proceeded to the orders of the day.
The House then resumed the consideration of
the General Pension bill. Mr. Davis of S. C.
spoke for some time in opposition to the bill ; af
ter which, on motion of Mr. Choate, the House
adjourned.

Friday, april R
Th® proceeding® of the House were unim
portant.
SATURDAY, APRIL 7.
Mr. Howard, from thecommitt.ee on commerce,
reported a bill to carry quarantine regulations in
to effect, which was passed to be engrossed.

r

MONDAY, APRIL 9.
Mr. Clay, of Alabama, moved several amend
ments to the bill for renewing the charter of the
Bank ofthe United States. The principal chan
ges proposed are, to extend the charter for 20
years instead of 15—to forbid the continuance of
any branch in any State, after the expiration pf
the present charter, without the consent of the
Legislature thereof—to make the proportion of
Block employed in any state by means of branches,
taxable by the Legislature of the State, to the
same extent to which other like property is taxed
in the State—to forbid the bank taking a higher
rate of interest on discounts than 5 per cent, and
to forbid any vote being given in the choice of
directors, or in any other matter, on account of
any stock owned by aliens, under penalty of a
forfeiture of such stock.
TUESDAY, APRIL 10.
After the usual routine of morning business
bad been gone through, the motion of the Com
mittee on the case of McClintock the Inspector
against Mr. McCrate, the Collector of Wiscasset,
came up. Mr. Storrs advocated the necessity of
investigation by the House into the subject. Re
fore he had concluded his remarks, the hour al
lotted to reports and resolutions expired.

Resolved, That we will do all in our pow
To which Gen. Houston replied as follows :
immediately before the House. Jlfr Speight of
C O MMUNI CATIONS.
The accused denies that “ he assaulted and
er to defend the honor and preserve the terri
fered an amendment regulating the mod® of pro
ceeding in the case, which after various sugges beat the said Stanbery. as he has been represent
tory of our State entire :—that we will not
For the Gazette & Palladium.
tions, was withdrawn by the mover. After some ed in tfie letter which has been read.”
consent to a sale of any portion of the State,
He admits that he felt great indignation on
further discussion, Mr. Davis, in consequence of
or our fellow citizens, to relieve the Presi
NATIONAL REPUBLICAN MEETING.
an amendment proposed by Mr. Foster, made an readipg’in the National Intelligencer, remarks
The inhabitants of North Berwick, friend dent from any embarrassment he may feel in
additional modification of his resolution.—Mr. there stated to have been made on the floor of the
Wickliffe moved an amendment to the resolution, House of Representatives by the said Stanbery, ly to the best interests of the State, equal relation to the electoral vote ofthis or any oth
and that we■ do protest against the
-- State
---- - 7;—H|--Bt
—
which was. accepted by Mt. Davis, and thus mod imputing to the accused by name, a gross of rights, and National Republican principles, er
fence of which he knew himself to be innoCentJ feeling it a duty impressively devolving upon ' State of Maine being rnadp the consideration,
ified the resolution was adopted.
Gen. Houston was then introduced' into the : and thq dissemination of which throughout the them, and sacred as their right of suffrage, j»» any trade winch Gen. Jackson may see fit
House by the Sergeant-at-Arms, and was con- ■ country, by such publication, was evidently cal- ' to meet from time to time, and express their} to make with Great Britain, whether it be for
ducted to a seat on the. floor in front ot the Speak culateci to affect his honor and character.—Un-| views, calmly but plainly, upon mda clothed the praise and commendation of her press, or
er’s Chair. The Speaker informed him in sub der these circumstances, the accused was induced with the power of office, wielding their com-, any thing else that may gratify- bis vapity.
stance, that he had been ordered into custody to inquire of said Stanbery, in a respectful note, I bined influence upon State and Nation, as-1( Resolved, That the vote of the last legislaupon a complaint made by William Stanbery, a whether the report of what he had said was truly I sembled in convention at Doughty’s Falls on> ; fore,
ture, requiring the report of the commissionmember of the House, on oa th, of having assault set forth in said paper ? To which inquiry thus
meeting was called to I ers to be appointed to treat concerning the
ed and beaten him for words spoken in debate in made, said'Stanbery refused to give any answer, ! the 28th in st. The
■ • Esq.
j cession of the disputed territory, to be made to
his place in the House—that if he desired the as in a manner Calculated still further to injure the order by Nathaniel ’Hobbs,
Whereupon Col. Joseph G. Goodwin was '■ the next legislature, instead of the-people, as
sistance of counsel, the attendance of witnesses accused : The accused admits that he was greatly
in his behalf, or if he wished for further time to excited by these provocations, and that under the chosen Chairman, and S. Brooks Secretary. I thereto specially requested, to be by them ac.. object
■ •... of---------------- had
i,„a been
<---- - ex. ¡cepted or rejected, evinces their distrust of
prepare for his defence—he would signify his influence of feelings thus excited, he did, on acci After the
the meeting
wishes and the House would take them into con dentally meeting the said Stanbery, assault andl plained, the following preamble and reso the soundness of their cause, and their pref
sideration. Gen. Houston replied that he did not ' beat him, the accused being unarmed with any lutions were unanimously accepted by the erence of a legislative caucus for carrying a
wish the assistance of council—that he did re other weapon than a common walking cane, and !
cprrupt measure, to a candid examination
quire the testimony of witnesses in his behalf— believing the said Stanbery to be, as he in fact! convention.
and unforced decision by the People.
Considering
it
our
duty
and
privilege,
as
that he had been but at that moment informed was, armed with pistols—that the meeting took |
Resolved, That we cannot discover, and
of the nature of the charges against him—that the place several hours after the adjournment of’ citizens under a free Government, to assem consequently cannot propeYly appreciate, the
ble
together
from
time
to
thne,
to
review
the
subject was of great importance and involved the Congress, about 8 o’clock in the evfening, on the j
who,• while they clamconduct ariu
and njCdbuicb
measures of util
our publje
men. , consistency of • those,
Jjuunu uwii,
i
i
• i
liberty of an American citizen—and that he Pennsylvania Avenue, and nearly half a mile i; COIlUUd
would be prepared in 24 hours and be ready to from tiie CapUol; and on the opposite side of the ;! and wherein there may be any thing, which | orously maintain the doctrine of State Rights,
proceed to' trial on the charges. Gen. Houston Avenue from where Mr. Stanbery’s boarding- Î■ to us appears unjust, impolitic, or in any way , are yet advocates for a surrender of a portion
then withdrew in custody of the Sergeant-at- house is situtfted ; and that at the time of this oc- |; manifestly wrong, to express our views re- IJ of our State to Great Britain—unless they
Arrns. The Speaker stated the answer of Gen. currence, he was neither seeking for, nor ex- iJ spect-fully but firmly ; and believing it to be mean by “State Rights” the right of a State
Houston to the House. Mr. Davis, of Massachu pectingto see the said Stanbery.
! necessary to the public Weal, to keep a watch- to sell its citizens.
setts, offered a resolution for the appointment of
The adcused denies that he intended to com- '
Resolved, That we have no confidence in
a committee of Privileges, to consist of seven mit, or that he believed he was committing any ! ful eye, upon men in power, more especially, the political honesty of Samuel E. Smith—
members, to prescribe the mode of proceeding on contempt, towards the House of Representatives, ’ when they are. those in whom, judging them that we believe him to be destitute of the en
the trial, which was agreed to, when the House or any breach of its privilege, or the privilege of by their acts, we cannot safely place confi ergy and firmness, which the exigencies of
adjourned.
any of its metnbers. He denies that the act dence ; believing, that State Legislation should
complained ef constitutes any such contempt or be free from all foreign interference, and that the times require of the Chief Magistrate of
breach of for&ilege, and is prepared to justify his ours has been subservient to the will of one, or this State—that his vascillating course in reTUESDAY, APRIL 17conduct, S®
least as the rights and privile i a few, at Washington ; believing that & chief.■ latiofi to our North Eastern Boundary clearly
CASE OF SAMUEL HOUSTON.
of this Hodse and its members are concerned, Magistrate Should act for the good of’the whole,le j demonstrates that he is the mere tool df a facThe Commiltas of Privileges, appointed on ges
and that ours has been the mere tool of a par-2 |j tious
, , and discordant party—and that he has
Monday, reported the following course of pro by proof.
The Speaker then propounded the second in ty; believing also that our late Legislature a^ded no dignity to the office once worthily
ceedings to be observed in the investigation of
terrogatory as follows :
the complaint against Samuel Houston:
have transgressed the bounds of tlieir power ; i ^ded by the lamented Lincoln.
“ Do you admit or deny that the same assault have intermeddled with affairs, in which they
“ Said Samuel Houston shall be again placed
Resolved, That William P. Preble, appointand
beating
were
done
for
and
on
account
of
at the bar of the House, and the letter of said
have no concern ; have shown an utter dis-|
by the Governor and Council an Agent to
I
words
spoken
by
said
Stanbery,
in
the
House
of
William Stanbery shall be read to him ; after
regard of reason and our chartered rights ; Jay before the President and Senate the eviRepresentatives
in
debate
?
”
which the speaker shall put the following inter
To which Gen. Houston made the following have assumed to themselves an un warranta- j dence oi our claim to the disputed territory,
rogatories.
x
ble authority, with regard to individual and a,,d produce a sentiment favorable to our
Do you admit or deny that you assaulted and reply :
I consider the answer already rendered to the personal privileges : And believing, finally,. right? by advising our Governor, and through
beat the said Stanbery, as he has represented in
the letter which hak been read, a copy of which first interrogatory, as embracing an answer to that our State has been betrayed, and a part | him our Legislature, to d ispose, by sale, of a
of it Sold for the mere promise of a few pieces > Part °f the State and its citizens, has betrayed
has been delivered to you by order of the House? the second.
On motion of Mr. J. Davis, further proceed of Silver, which promise may never be re- his trust, and proved recreant to the interests
If the said Samuel Houston admit that he did
assault, and beat the said Stanbery, as in said let ings were postponed to Thursday at 12 o’clock. deemed ; that our independency has been
the State.
ter represented, then the Speaker shall put to A discussion relative to admitting Gen Houston endangered ; that our interests have been
J
.
to bail, took place upon a resolution offered by
him the following interrogatory :
neglected, to consult for those of the present votion of the Administration Party to itsmiliDo you admit or deny that the said assault and Mr. Conner, which was subsequently withdrawn, corrupt administration ; and that our rulers tary head, and the manifest determination to
beating were done for and on account of words and the House adjourned.
have looked more to their own emoluments & I sustain the President m all his measures,
spoken by said Stanbery in the House of Repre
power than to the advancement of the prosper- i right or wrong, are destructive of all principle,
THURSDAY, APRIL 19.
sentatives in debate ?
„/‘.i _
mi__________
~ j •
•.___
£•' nnrl and
Jantn
nf thn
dangerous to lihprtips
the liberties
ofnnnntrv
the country.
If the said Samuel Houston admit the assault
Mr. Conner moved that Mr. Houston be dís- ity of the State. Therefore and in view of
Resolved, That We approve of the proposi
and beating, or that tne same were done for the | charged from custody on «riving bail, and Mr. these things,
Resolved, That the proceedings of our tion to hold a State Convention in Augusta,
cause aforesaid, then the House shall consider ! Mitchell moved to amend the resolution so as to
the charge made by the said Stanbery, as true | absolutely release him. After some debate the Legislature in relation to the North Eastern in June next, and that we do no w proceed to
and shall proceed to judgment thereon.
! last motion was withdrawn, and the other was Boundary, were unconstitutional and subver appoint delegates to attend the same.
On motion, the foregoing Resolves were
But if the said Samuel Houston deny the as- ; Jaid on the table. The prisoner was then brought sive of the rights of the State, and shew that
sault and beating, or that the same were done for j in. and the trial proceeded. Mr. Stanbery was the dominant party will hesitate at nothing unanimously accepted.
the cause aforesaid, or refuse or evade answering j sworn to give testimonv, and related circumstan- which may be required by their leaders.
The Committee appointed to report the
the said interrogatories, then the said Wm. Stan- j tially the affair which was briefly stated in his
Resolved, That the same proceedings by names of delegates to the Augusta Conven
bery shall be examined as a witness touching j letter to the House. In the cross examination a
tion, reported the names of Ira Tebbets, Ste
after which the said Samuel Houston ■ question was put which led to a long discussion, which a majority of our Legislature voted to
shall be allowed to introduce any important ev and before '® final decision on the question raised, sell a part of our brethren and a member of phen Garvin, Samuel Pilsbury and Edmund
our Legislature to a foreign monarch, to grat Coffin, Esqrs.
idence in his defence ; and then anv further evi the House adjourned.
Voted, That the proceedings of this meet
dence the House may direct shall be introduced.
ify the will and serve the purposes of Andrew
If parol evidence is offered, the witness shall be
Jackson and Martin Van Buren, were op ing be signed by the Chairman, and Secreta
FRIDAY, APRIL 20.
sworn by the Speaker, and be examined at the
and published in the Kennebunk Gazette,
The Speaker laid before the House a com pressive & tyrranical, deserving the reproba- ry,
bar, unless they are members ef the House, in
' tion of every honest man and revolting to the Portland Advertiser, and other National Re
which case they may be examined in their places. munication from the Treasury Department, feelings of every patriot.
publican papers in the State.
A committee shall be appointed to examine transmitting an abstract of th« emoluments
Voted, That this meeting he dissolved.
Resolved, That certain disclosures, (if true)
witnesses. The questions put shall be reduced and expenses of the officers of the Customs
AARON HASTY, Chairman.
in relation to the Wiscasset collector, showing
.♦
to writing (by a person to be appointed for thatt I forJLCOJ
183L
Samuel Allen, Secretary.
purpose) before the same are proposed to the wit*;-I A proposition was
’
” Clay of Al- that one fourth part of the salary of each office
made by Mr.
April 26th, 1832.
ness ; and the answers shall also be reduced too I' abama.
abama, with the view nf
of rerrnlntinir
regulating the fur holder, is appropriated to electioneering pur
writing. Every question put by a member not ther
1
....
~
•—
proceedings
in the case of Samuel
Hous poses, uncover the machinery of the Jackson
of the committee shall be reduced to writing by ■ ton, which, after debate, was laid upon the party, and manifest in that party, a want of
LEBANON, APRIL 21st 1832.
such member, and be propounded to the witness :
' principle, a disregard of truth and the obby the speaker, if not objected to ; but if any I table. At the hour of 12, the Respondent was ! ligations of an bath, and indicate the corrupt MR. RE MICH,
Sir—I noticed a communication Signed by
question shall be objected to by any member, the | brought to the bar. The testimony of Mr. i practices of the General Government, togeth<wer, and some immaterial
Mark Wood, in the Maine Democrat of the
member so objecting, and the accused, or his i Stiinb-ory
j
er
with
the
miquitious
means
by
which
it
is
counsel, shall be heard thereon, after which the I corrections made by him. Mr. S. then ob
eighteenth inst., in which he makes sundry
question shall be decided without further debate. I served, that he did not, the day before, com [ sustained, and teach us what we may fear, if allegations and representations, relative to the
I
the
people
do
not
assert
their
rights,
by
de

When the evidence is all befor® the House the j plete all he had to say in regard to the as
proceedings at the election of town officers in
said Samuel Houston shall be heard on the ; sumption contained in the question put by posing the men who have disgraced our this town, on the second inst.
whole matter, by himself or his counsel, as he the Defendant’s counsel. After some objec Country in the eyes of other nations, & made
He says, the “ federal party having voted for
may elect.
tion on the part of Mr. Archer, he proceeded our own citizens tremble for fear of its safety. me for Town Clerk and Selectman without
After the said Samuel Houston shall have been in. his testimony, and observed, that though
Resolved, That Samuel E. Smith has be any knowledge of mine, until they commenc
heard, he shall be directed to withdraw, and the he did not originally intend to impute fraud come, instead of the Governor of the State,
House shall proceed to consider the subject, and
the slave of a party, has shewn a want of in ed operations, in order as is generally believed
to take such order thereon as may seem just and to the Respondent, yet if he were now called dependence, a want of firmness, a willingness to divide the democratic party, &c.” I here
upon to express bis opinion—Here he was in
proper.
stop the quotation to state the principle upon
The said Samuel Houston shall be lurnished terrupted by an objection to the propriety of to sacrifice our dearest rights Upon the alter which the Republicans supported said Wood
of
faction,
and
that
his
longer
continuance
......
....
__
any expression of opinion on the part of the
with a copy of this order .”
for the offices by him named. The Republi
*s injuriojis to the general interest cans had made no exertions previous to the
Upon this report a desultory debate took place witness. Mr. Alexander of Va. moved that ’n
as to the proper form of proceeding, in which the vote by which the question was divided i and honor of the State, and that we will use day of the town meeting, and had not even
Jfessrs. Archer, Doddridge, Ellsworth, Davis of to be put, be reconsidered... rThis
I ab ’honourable
~ ‘ was deter’
>-< means to secure the election a set of candidates selected when the meeting
Mass., and Wayne, participated.
mined in the negative, iMr. Stanbery then i of some patriot, which an enlightened com was called to order. On that morning, pre
Finally to-morrow, at one o’clock, being the proceeded to state, that he believed M r. Hous munity, may select, whose talents $ndlntegrivious to the commencement of the voting, it
time said to be preferred by Gen. Houston, was
ton to be a participator in the fraud to which ty are more deserving of an office ofsb much was generally understood that Wood was dis
unanimously agreed to.

he had alluded. Another objection was here { responsibility, than the present incumbent.
pleased with the proceedings of the Legisla
That we cordially approve of the ture
interposed, the discussion of which occupied | Resolved, That,
in regard to the Northeastern Boundary ;
two hours. The witness then proposed to i ProP°sal to hold a convention in Augusta,---in and the republicans knowing his literary qual
Mr. Storrs continued his speech. The rest of
mtl’nrlllnn
rl rx
_____ T
__ Til l
introduce then deposition
of one
Luther
Blake, _June next, and that we will proceed to choose ifications to be superior to those of the can
the day was occupied with District bills.
in proof of the fraud. This was objected to ; three delegates to attend said convention.
nominated by the British party, con
THURSDAY, APRIL 12.
Whereupon Nathaniel Hobbs, Esq. Na didate
and the depositiqn was ordered to be read at
cluded to give him their support.
The case of the complaint against the Collec
Heard, Esq. «uuv.nir.ii
and Caleb jF
the Clerk’s table, in order that the House hum
■*'—
. ord 2d, were
He further says, “ are now basely endeavor
tor of Wiscasset coming up, Mr. Storrs of
might judge of the propriety of its admission chosen delegates to attend said Convention.
ing to insinuate into the minds of the people,,
Connecticut, concluded his argument against dis
of tthis
The question then arose, whether it should . -Voted, That the proceedings Cfhio imeet1ICCi- that
they had bargained with me, and that I
charging the Committee on the Judiciary from
be received as apart of the testimony of the ,nS be signed by the Chairman and Sec re
the further consideration thereof. He was fol
was to come over, &c.” Here there is a plural
witness.
The
further
consideration
of
which
i
tar
.V,
and
published
in
the
Kennebunk
Galowed by Mr. Kennon on the opposite side, who
verb, having as I see, no nominative case, un
was postponed until the next day, and the ! zette and Portland Advertiser.
•poke until the expiration of the hour allotted
less it be a singular one ; and who it is that
House adjourned.
JOSEPH G. GOODWIN, Chairman.
for such business.
the gentleman means, is so insinuating, ] am
SAMUEL BROOKS, Secretary.
at a loss to* determine ; but presume it fethe
April
28,
1832.
FRIDAY, APRIL 13.
SATURDAY, APRII. 21.
British party with which the gentleman
Mr. Appleton moved several amendments to the
After some unimportant business, the trial
claims so strong a connexion, as I have never,
bill to re-charter the U. S. Bank when it shall be
of Houston was resumed. Mr. Stanbery pro
MEETlfifG AT SHAPLEIGH.
directly or indirectly, heard such an insinua
taken up—limiting the issues to fifteen millions ;
ceeded in his testimony, stating the grounds
A meeting of a large number of the inhab tion from any person belonging to the Repub
pay $525,000 to the government annually; notes
on which he formed the opinion that Hous itants of Shapleigh, opposed to the proposed lican party. By the tenor of the gentleman’s
issued at one office of discount and deposite to be
ton, Secretary Eaton, and the President in settlement of the North Eastern Boundary communication he appears to think his 6harpaid at any other office, or branch bank. The
tended a fraud in the contract for Indian ra- Question, Was convened in pursuance of pre , acter as a supporter of Jackson, Van Buren,,
Wiscasset collector was again overhauled for an
tictis. Several questions were put to the vious notice, at the Baptist Meeting Hou^e 1 and Mrs. Eaton, has been injured, by the
hour ; and the House went into committee on
witness by the prisoner’s counsel. The facts on the 26th inst.
| proceedings of the American party in this
various private bills.
disclosed were not important. In answer to
1 he meeting was called to order by Col.1 town ;5 and truly, I confess I am sorry if it
SATURDAY, APRIL 14.
Garvin ’ Aaron- Has^
-ur
h__ jehim,
? a. .tosupporter
« be as Jit:a supporter
thé question, why he did not officially charge fetepheu
; has, for
believe
L
—was
-------chosen
1V* x.- Mviicvc
iti/H,xI k
as in
the partres wiiîr Mfe fraud, he Said “ I do not
Mr. Jarvis spoke Jit length in faVvr of iefer®L, mU
Een’
iz / /
“’’Xc1 l A
A5Un
, Se-retary.
|\ as such an administration could have. The
know that it is incumbent on me to notice all
ring the charges against the Wiscasset Collector
Toted, that the Secretary read the Re-! gentleman has also taken unnecessary pains
to the Secretary of the Treasury.
the frauds that I hear of, but am willing to solves passed in secret session on the 22d of to support his character, for I presume everw
lend my aid in their detection. I was at the February last, authorising the Governor to person, who has ever known him, willevery?
[The proceedings in relation to the assault on
?
- —.......
give*
time of this attempt at fraud, a friend to the ST« Com.ni‘sTTrS 5° tr^at with Commis- him the praise
Mr. Stanbery, which we published last week;
him the praise of
of being
being aa zrnfewr
zealous and
and fiaiihfiul
faithful
present
administration.
I
was
not
prepared
occupied the rest of this day’s sitting.]
sioners appointed by the General Govern- Baitish Party man ; that he has alwavs used
to abandon it. It was the first act which ment, about the sale of the disputed territory allfair means to support the party, and were
tir means to support the party, and were
shook my confidence in it.”
...i„ of a certain
certajn Justice
justjce oftheof the,
—
after the re^
records
MONDAY, APRIL 16.
After the examination of this witness was hnH r’a<Tdre?Sed by^xr-un R*Hl’bbar^Icha- Peace to be inspected, it might be founds
Mr. Plummer addressed th® House in favor of
finished, Mr. M’Duffie moved that the com
^-Jordan, and WilhamTrafton, Esqrs. [that in one instance, he used rather harsh
th® report of the committee on the Judiciary,
mittee appointed to examine witnesses in the
r otea that a committee of five persons be , means for the same purpose
asking to be discharged from the further consid
case, should be instructed to examine and re chosen to draft resolves, expressive of the
eration of the charges against the collector of the
The gentleman
gentleman has
has said
said something
s
The
about
port to the House all the facts of the case, and sense of this meeting in relation to the sub- 1 bargain,
port of Wiscasset. Before he had concluded his
corruption anda h:hypocrisy, which
have leave to sit during the sittings of the ject before it. The committee appointed for comes with very ill ffrace
remarks, he gave way to a motion to proceed to
i
o
from
any person
rnniip nnncjiofar]
___ •_
„Tz.*__ 11__
*v
. -----.
th® orders of the day. The Speaker informed
House, and to examine witnesses on oath, and tniR
this Dll
purpose,
consisted of Dr. William TLewis,
the House that the writ which was directed un
to send for persons and papers. Thè motion Col. Stephen Garvin, Capt. Samuel Pilsbury, politically connected with a party which not
only voted to sell their country but their fellow
der its authority to the Sergeant-at-Arins, com
being opposed, he subsequently withdrew it. Ira Tebbets, and William Sayward.
citizens also to a British King.
manding him to take into custody the body of
Mr. Vance, and Mr. Cave Johnson were then
Voted, That a committee be appointed to
If Mr. Wood has any fears, or suspicions,
Samuel Houston, and keep the same, subject to
examined as witnesses. The latter stated that report to the meeting the names of persons
the further order of the House, had been duly ex
that he shall be claimed as a member of the
when
he
handed
Mr.
Stanbery
’
s
reply
to
Mr.
ecuted, Ac.
suitable for Delegates to the Convention to American party, he may from henceforth dis
Houston, “ he read it, spoke harshly of Stan be bolden at Augusta in June next.
Mr. Davis, of Massachusetts, offered a resolu
miss from his true and honest heart every such
bery
and
the
reply
;
and
said
that
he
would
tion directing a copy of the charges made by
The Committee appointed to report Reso
flog the damned ï-ascal before he left the lutions, having attended to that duty, report fear, or suspicion, and rest assured that he is
Mr. Stanbery to be furnished Mr. Houston, and
not considered as a member of that party, who
House of Representatives, where the reply ed as follows:
that the latter be brought to the tear of the House
are friends to their country and its institutions;
on Thursday next, to 'answer to said charges.
was delivered. Witness remonstrated against
Resolved, That we deprecate the proceed
Mr. Mitchell, bf'South Carolina, proposed a sub
the course, and prevailed on prisoner to fore ings of the majority of our last Legislature, but a true and faithful servant of the “British
stitute for the resolution, directing that General
go it. On the close of the examination of relating to the settlement of our North East party, and I know not that his name, or the
Houston be discharged from custody. A desul
this witness the trial .was postponed to Mon ern Boundary, and that the act authorising name of the party to which he belongs, would
tory discussion ensued, in which Messrs. Hawkes,
suffer by being placed side by side with those of
day
and the House adjourned.
the Governor and Council to appoint com Gen. Hull & other worthies of a like character.
Wickliffe, Doddridge, Drayton, Fitzgerald, Ar
missioners to agree upon a price for a por
nold and Root, participated. Mr. Jtfitchell event
I close this letter, hoping the gentleman
Mr. Buchanan, Minister to the Court of St. tion of our territory and our fellow citizens
ually withdrew his amendment. Mr. Davis, of
Petersburg, sailed from New York, in the living thereon, bears the impress of men will not soon have occasion to scribble in the
AfoMaehojette, Mien ¿¿difiSdhi. rMolnuJn ¡o m 1
beMdlih.er.dta1’,8^
"*»5 °f
to cause the defendant, Houston, to be brought House ?
d 1 7 by th® ordsr of th® Liverpool packet ship Silas Richards, on the more concerned for the interests of a party, Democrat again, and when he does that ha
will be sure to keep close to truth and
8th ult.
than for the welfare and honor of the State.
VERACITY.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11.

18.
.The subject of the charge against, the Wiscas
set Collector was further debated by Mr. Plum
mer.
At 12 o’clock the House proceeded to the trial
of Gen. Houston. Mr. Jackson informed the
House that Mr. Houston has employed as his
Counsel to assist in his defence Francis S. Key,
Esq. to whom, on motion, a seat was assigned at
the bar. The gallery and lobbies being exces
sively crowded, with ladies as well as gentlemen,
the House ordered that ladies should be admitted
to occupy the privileged seats in the House. Mr.
Patton of Virginia offered a resolution to prohibit
the publication in the newspapers while the trial
was pending, of the proceedings in relation to it.
Upon this proposition some discussion arose, in
which Mr. Wayne, and Mr. Davis, of Massachu
setts, participated ; the latter gentleman inquiring
where was the authority of the House, to restrain
the public press, to be found ? The discussion
was continued with much animation, and Mr.
Drayton, Mr. Wayne, Mr. McDuffie, Mr. Davis
of Massachusetts, and Mr. Wilfle, successively
addressed the House on the subject. Mr. Patton
subsequently withdrew his proposition. Mr.
Uasistoii ira» then tjoiidacted to the bar of ffieHouse, attended by the Sergeant-af-Arms, and
the Speaker demanded of him if ho was ready to
proceed to trial.
He replied that he was ready to proceed to tri
al, and offered a paper, which was sent to the
Speaker. The Speaker decided that it must be
read by the accused or his counsel.—It was read
by Mr. Key. It protested against the jurisdiction
of the House, and requested leave as a preliminary step to make a motion to the House. Leave
being granted, the motion was made by Mr.
Key, that a member of the House, who had
formed and expressed an opinion on the case un
favorable to the accused, might be withdrawn
from a participation in the decision of the case.
The motion being reduced to writing, the accused
and his counsel were conducted from the bar,
and an animated debate ensued, in which
Messrs. Irvin, Crawford, McDuffie, Ellsworth
DaY,s> Carson, Doddridge, Dearborn, Adams,’
W. Thompson, Burges, and Slade, took part.
Mr. Archer then stated that the accused had sent
a message expressing a wish that the motion
might be withdrawn. Leave to withdraw it was
granted, and Gen. Houston was again brought to
the bar.
&
The Speaker ordered that the letter of Mr
Stanbery containing th® charge be read, and then
propounded the first interrogatory in the order of
proceedings as follows :
Do you admit or deny that you assaulted and
beat the said Stanbery, as he has represented in
WEDNESDAY, APRIL
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SATURDAY, MAY 5, 1832.
A new source of trouble and vexation has I
evening, last week, he overtook, between
MONDAY, APRIL 23.
this place, two Irishmen, onXf
undersigned Sheriff of said County
The proceedings of Public Meetings recent
The question relative to the Wiscasset Col sprung up in the case of Houston, for the cormarched up and caught hold of the. tSaS°^n A?’?Prie-entMtOyAUr H°nOrS’
ly holden in North-Berwick and Shapleigh, lector was further discussed, and on the expi ect details of the proceedings on which, 11
lust refer you to the columns c f the Inteili- .
leaders, without speaking. Mr. me
in Alfred, is old and much out of re
will be found in the preceding columns. We ration of the hour, the trial of Houston was gencer,
is „ot what the law of 1821 eontemg ncer. the notes being
hemor taken
mt»« by the distin i p. id his whip across the Irishman who pair,
resumed.
—
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Cave
Johnson
concluded
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Sufficient and convenient apart«re gl,d t0 findthe honest and intelligent citiguished senior editor of that Journal. Our Then««« ?ati! he’ giv5ng UP tbe reins t0 one of
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' un°anddM
, The Ilihman ™«oon
/c,5P’ng them separate and apart
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-.’ ?. nd Mr- .
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again,— from fa U'>s and other notorious offenders, and
the present state and national administrations,!
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that York i«s
fXr To i
.1, t !
i Piesent duung the affray, was examined, and
1 ork js safe for Jackson ; that, let the op- ; stated all the circumstances of it.—Dr. Howe breeze. Our poor, feeble, superannuated, ig- [eompanion, but called in vain,_ the other crime:, and all prisoners upon first conviction,
norant, imprudent President, to borrow a Ashman looking on without daring to tX separa^ and distinct from notorious offenders.
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mulgated in the Jackson newspaper in this Blake, after which.§athe
House adjourned.
being so.—He would therefore suggest the
_
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of
ot his
ms temper. A few days since, the Rev. Mr.
county and such boasts are frequently heard
propriety of an examination of the prison at
TUESDAY APRir 04
Danforth,
Da
»iorth, of this city, (a gentleman probably
SABBATH SCHOOL.
TUESDAY, APRIL 24.
from members of that party in private con
this term of the Court, and should your honTko , i 1
, tulsdai
, APRIL ^4. no
t entirely
- - section
not
entirely unknown
unknown :in your
of coun-J
A
t
a
Meeting
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at
Saco,
April
26,
it
was
le
this day s sittmg was occu-! try) called upon the
versation. Jt remains td be seen whether the rnJi
* ‘ ““ui
Greatest and Best” voted that it is expedient to form a Sabbath ois be oi opinion, that a new prison is necessap
m the further hearing of the case of; with a view to introduce his
his r"
venerable
father, ®cbo01 umon in this county, auxiliary to the iy, would pray that a Committee may be aphonest and intelligent yeomanry of the oldest tn e&ed breack ,of privilege by Samuel Hous-; now on a visit here, a worthy
~
pomtm, to report a plan and estimate of a
“
white-haired
. Maine Sab. Sch. Union.
county in the State will sanction this assurance ion. a i the witnesses present were examined ! veteran ofrevolutionarv times ’
ouuding, suited to the wants of the Countv. at
In
the
course
|
It
was
also
voted,
that
the
Subscriber
be
a
~c conversation,
‘
of their tliraldom—whether they will suffer, before the sitting dosed, and neither party 1 of
the next term of the. Commissioners
the “ ”
biggc t and goodyst”
i
committee
to
request
tbe
superintendarts
and
proposed to introduce any other, though it was imprudently alluded to the 1
BENJA. J. HERRICK,
end passively suffer, it to be said, that they are intimated
each of privi- teachers of the Sabbath Schools in this coun
as possible that some other might be
Sheriff ofthe County of Y^rk.
and the proceedings w?
had grown ty to appoint for each School, a delegate, to
so completely yokeii to the plough of ffie AAtr°duced' ^Z*ien the evidence was closed lege,
out of it, and observed that i«llr, Stanbery
had
!
...
attend
a
meeting
to
be
holden
in
Sanford,
on
Jackson party, so perfectly submissive to the Mr. Stanbery said, if it was the pleasure ofthe got no more than his dueAttest, J ERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
L wnen i Tuesday, the 8th day of May next, at 2 o’dri vers, in the persons of office holders, office House on this occasion to go into the further hajf a dozen more member.se:
•
eum
clock,
P.
M.
for
the
purpose
of
adopting
seekers, pensioned editors and their retain examination of the contemplated fraud as th» same way, Congress
coi lie to measures to carry this resolution into effect, Jit a Court of the County Commissioners for
charged by him, he was ready to introduce
County, held at Alfred, on the second
a oou^l Saco>
DUNSON- Com.
ers, as to march up to the pofls and aid in the evidence which wouM, in his opinion, place ! its senses, and attend to
Tnesda^ of October, JL D. 1831.
Mr. Danforth observed that SUi
re-election of Jackson and in the continuance the truth ofthe charge beyond doubt. Where- j! proceeding iiiigui,
-^n^’ QEKED, That an attested copy of the
might iea«r
lead i£>
to
iS,t
•_
' «
--'-»r,- .
.T
appheation be published in
m
swaui, at office holders with wliieli he ?Sn Mr* Poik expressed a hope that the shiniion, and certainly tiie Prcatuaw would
would not tortiiev pursue that enquiry not justify or countenance each a state ©f
and in the
has surrounded hitoselt. ir remains to be
m this form, pledging himseff’ however, if no
Denwi-it, <M&re th^ession vfCmr ¿aas that. The old dotard replfed, with I M a R RiFn— rd il
seen whether they will shut their eyes to the !! other member did so, to institute an enquiry things
—inn_^
ting town, on Sunday evenino- sionerMo be held at Ymk, within and for
every fury in the calendar deputed in his I1 ’
’ ”ItiIEnu
P^
evidences of the weakness and corruption of by the House into the whole matter, with a countenance, do you, sir, justify and counten last, by Mr. GW. Walls, Mf. BmSio« said County of Yprit, on tbe Tuesday hext
born
,
of
New-York,
to Miss Rachel F. Grant, before the last Monday of May nestt-wben
the administration, which are written out so firm belief that it would result in the acquittal ance the vile slander which is uttered by oi this town.
’
of
all
persons
charged
as
being
concerned
in
those fellows, upon every person and thing in
In Cornish Mr. Stephen Hall, of C. to Miss and where the said Commissioners will take
plainly and legibly, that “ he who runs can an intention to defraud the Government.
into further consideration the aforesaid aimlithe country that is good and great ? A mem Caroline E. Eaton, of Portland.
read,” or whether they will think and act for
The further hearing of the case was then ber of Congress was present at this interview, p BLiÎde,f3rd> Mr- Dominions Cutts, to Miss cation.
themselves, examine carefully and candidly postponed to Wednesday at 11 o’clock.
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Cl&rk.
but it is understood he took no part in the Polly Chadbourne.
!n Saco, Capt Henry Augustus Tilton, to
into the merits of the questions which now
conversation. Mr. Danforth and his father
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25.
Miss Eunice Marshall, both of Scarborough.
divide the people, and then independently
lhe case of Samuel Houston again came soon after left “ the presence,” and the old
.
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and
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portant political changes have taken place in(I mony, Mr. Stanbery took occasion to stale mons Mr. D. forthwith obeyed. The result
At Great Falls, (Somersworth, N. H.) Abigail
Ven. Red, Prus. Blue, S. Brown,
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At Mayagüez, 2d ult. brig Orleans, Burnham, tablishments in Europe, whose veracity and
tion, in each town, is a good one, and we wish on putting this interrogatory was finally de proposals for rations, and inserted in the pa waiting
cargo.
faithfulness may be relied on. These seeds
termined in the negative, by yeas and nays, pers with his name to it, was handed tq him
k Aing-ht be generally adopted,
Ar. at Providence, 29th ult. jich. Dorcas- are neatly put up on a new plan, in smail pa
124 tG 4S’. Mr* Stanbery then said he consid by the Secretary of War in iïouston’s' hand“ Hsw®,
Burress, Saco.
ered this vote as an indication of the indispo writing; and that subsequently, by direction
Ar. at New-Orleans, 5th ull. brig Mexico, pers, labelled and sealed, with printed direc
tions on each package, for its management;
At the Supreme Judicial Court holden at sition ofthe House to pursue any further the of Major Eaton, he shew Houston all the bids Smith, Havana.
At Havana, 14th ult brig Lima, Perkins, of and every sort warranted to be of the first quali
York last week, William L. Walker, John inquiry into the alleged attempted fraud, and received, agreeably to the advertisement, by
ty. Among them are the following
he should therefore put no further questions which of course, Houston ascertained the this port, loading.
J™. NiTHiK
and
JoH3
Ar. at ..«„-rum,
New-York, «vin
26th un.
ult. brig Com. Preble,
....
_ Currono —
--------¡to tals witness, and desired the subpoenas names
of
those
individuals
whose
offers
con

SE2SX>S.
Perkins, of this port, from New-Orleans.
Paine, Esqrs. were admitted to practice as I which he had asked for, to be countermanded
Early Turnip-rooted, French Sugar, and
flicted with his own—and hence his attempt
Cid.
at
New-York,
27th
ult.
brig
Cadmus,
of
Counsellors, and Increase S. Kimball, j Some further examination took place, when to “ buy up,” alluded to by Blake, in his affi and for this port.
Long Blood Beet ; Mangel Wurtzel ; Early
after five o’clock, the further hearing of the davit, laid before the House by Mr. Stanbery.
Esq. as an Attorney in said Court.
Ar. at Philadelphia, 28th, brig Syren, Fernaid, York, Early Dutch, Large Cape Savoy, Green
case was postponed to Thursday 11 o’clock. When and where this business is to end, Savannah.
Globe, Large Drumbead, and red Dutch Cab
Ar. at New-Bedford, 29th, sch. Exchange, Ba bage ; Long Orange, & Early Horn Carrot ;
Heaven only knows.
F. R. S.
[On
Thursday,
the
26th,
Mr.
Stanbery
Foreign.—By arrivals at New-York, Lon
ker, Saco.
Early Dutch Cauliflower ; White Solid
withdrew the imputation upon Mr. Buckner,
don papers to 31st March have been received. I
Celery ; Curled Cress ; Early Frame, Early
Loss of the Steamboat Brandywine.—The
| and apologised to the House, the Senate and
Green Cluster, Long Green Turkey, Long
The Cholera continued to prevail in London I
the gentleman himself, for having made it. New-York Courier and Enquirer publishes a
Prickly Cucumber ; Royal Cape Head, and
—87 new cases and 44 deaths were reported j
I The testimony in the case is closed. The letter dated Louisville, Ken. April 17, which fipHE subscriber having contracted with Imperial Lettuce ; Green Citron, and Persian
on the 31st. The disease had also appeared I
the town of Kennebunk, to support the Musk Melon ; Round and Long Carolina
‘ case was postponed on Friday apd Saturday gives the following account of this disaster.
in Pqris, where 7 persons died of it on the'
of said town for one year, hereby gives Water Melon ; White Portugal, Yellow
16 in consequence of the indisposition of Mr.
“ The steamboat Brandywine, Hamilton, poor
notice that he has made suitable provision Straw Colored, and large dark red Onion :
27th. There had been a few cases of it at Key.]
on her way up from New Orleans for Louis for
them at the town Work-House, and here Double Curled Parsley; Low Dutch Pars
ville, when aliout twenty miles above Mem by forbids
Dublin and Belfast.—The second reading of I
all persons harboring or trusting nip ; Squash Pepper ; Early Scarlet Short
phis,
at
3
P.
M.
on
Monday,
9th
inst.
was
disthe Reform bill was postponed to the 29th I We had no
uo room
louiu last
iiisi. week
wees to devote to a cor- 1
j
t----- A —. JJ .
««ouio- any of the Paupers of said town, as he is de Top, and White Turnip rooted Radish ; Early
r~
*-•
f
■
u VI* Vi'yi.ig 4-1
HlU ±_J>
C- Ill !_/■” coverec
.
------- - from .•wv
• a. A
of the misrepresentations
inJ the
Demo* to be on fire—it Originated
some
termined to pay no bill for their support.
Bush, Long Warted, Long Yellow Crook
April.—The Belgian question was not settled.; rection
crat of the 25th ult.* A column
.............................................
or more of that sParks communicating with a parcel of coach
Neck, and Canada Crook Neck Squash; Ear
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
number
is occupied
with
remarks
in lcltt
relation
to
---------------1
—
....L
.
VU.0,1
VO
1U
uoH
LO
Wheels,
on
the
upper
deck,
wrapt
in
straw,
The Report of the Secretary of the Treas the recent public meetings in this town, Saco and spread with such astonishing rapidity,
ly White Dutch, White Flat Winter, and
Kennebunk, May 1, 1832.
Long Yellow French Turnip ; Summer Sa
ury on the adjustment of the tariff was and
Newfield,1, in
a nd-------------]n which
which Iit is attempted to prove from the effect of a very high wind, that any
vory, &c.
failures,” small afi j attempt to save any thing beyond the lives of
NION QUESTIONS ; Malcom’s Bible
presented in the House of Representatives, that they were “ complete failures'
Early Mohawk, Early China Dwarf, and
! wZi nJf
tho reso!l’tlon^ bY
adopted, | the passengers and crew was hopeless. The
Dictionary, and a great variety of
on the’27th ult. and ordered to be printed I were not correct expressions of public sentiment
London Horticultural BEANS ; Early Wash
&
o
re
d
a
X;
x?™
uTSS
’
11'?
’
1
’
;,
r
as
„
dark
d
a
"
d
.
rai
”
y
»"?
«*>«
BOOKS FOR SABBATH SCHOOLS ; ington Peas.
&c. /
■’
;____
without being read. We have not room to- I! that
»La
nr.,»<La.. who
u.i
..j the
.t._ young men’s the helm the direction to run her ashore in
American School Geography, by Barnum
that
the number
attended
Greist
of
day for dsynopsis of the bill accompanying!1 convention
...........
Iiave
innn
ooa
in this town (they have it “ from good stantly, the boat being in the middle of the Field, and a large assortment of
the Report. The Report of the Bank Com- j authority”) varied from if to IsVcertaTnfy^no” stream ; before She struck, however, which
School SSoofys
^tationoLry^
mittee was presented to the House on Monday. at any onetime exceeding 18 persons. This is was within three minutes from the discovery,
All of which will be sold at Boston prices.
Constantlyfor sale by D. REMICH.
Jalse, and their “ good authority” has imposed there was not one alive on board—the flames
Kennebunk, .I])ril 6, 1832.
May
5.
upon
them
“
a
whapper.
”
That
the
Saco
meet

had flown with the violence of the gale and
“ A voter,” in the last Democrat, makes us
ing was attended by a large number of persons enveloped the whole of the vessel aft of the
say, that an entire list of National Republican we know to be a J'met—the number present was boilers, in one mass of fire. The passengers
IDER VINEGAR, for sale by
HE subscriber will purchase first quality
selectmen, headed by Mr. Trafton, Represen counted by two gentlemen, whose names we are and crew, about 150 in number, precipitated
J. K. MILLER.
to give when properly requested so to themselves into the river, with the exception
of HAY, till the middle of May.
tative from that town the last winter, was authorized
May
3,1832.
do, and whose statements we would believe much
,
WM. LORD.
elected in Cornish, at the late annual town sooner than those of the Democrat. That a large of a few and about 11 females, who, seeing
Kennebunk, April 28, 1832.
the
yawl
capsized
by
the
multitude
who
leap

Improve
your
breed
of
Horses.
number
ofboys
attended
has
been
denied.
It
is
meeting. Of course no one will suspect us of
pOTTOK
for Sale
men, women and children, attended the ed into it inconsiderately, became bewildered
claiming a man who voted to barter away our said
Jackson Caucus in Saco—perhaps the writer with affright, refused to jump overboard, and
by
JOSEPH K MILLER.
April 27.
territory. “ A voter” must be a little wild. waf thinking oflihatwhen he conjectured that perished in the midst of the fl^^es ; the boat
ILL stand the ensuing
the meeting of the friends of American rights burnt to the water’s edge. From one of the
Desperation sometimes makes men mad.
and interests was made up in part of boys. We survivers, whom we took on board from the
season at the stable
The Democrat calls the “Young Men’s have no information respecting the Newfield shore in passing the unfortunate wreck after
ivt ft
°^^Je subscriber in Hollis,
meeting
except
what
is
derived
from
its
proceed

on Monday, Wednesday,
LL those persons who have unsettled ac
the occurrence, I learn that upwards of sev
Convention” in this town “ a Baker’s Dozen.” ings.
We have seen nothing which should in enty lives were lost. The names of about 58 Thursday and Friday, of each week.
counts with the late firm of Palmer
What wonderful wit! How elegantly adapted duce us to believe that it was not respectably at
Miller, are requested to call and have them
of whom are discovered, the rest unknown.”
Terms—$6 00, 3 00 and $2 00.
to raise a grog shop shout, to tickle the fan tended and well conducted. But the resolutions
(U^AH Mares disposed of within the year, adjusted without further delay. And all those
The Cincinnati Gazette of the 19th gives the
adopted at these several meetings are not cor
indebted to P. & M. by note or account are
cies of the vulgar and the low-minded.
rect expressions of public sentiment ! Here’s following additional particulars, from which it will be charged as with foal.
requested to make immediate payment to the
JOHN WORTH.
the rub. Here’s the grand source of all the
Mr. Forest Jefferds was installed over kicking and flinching among the Jacksonians. appears that the accident was caused by racing.
Subscriber, as it is his wish to avoid making
Hollis, May 2, 1832.
We learn from conversing with a number
cost by placing the demands in the bands of
the evangelical church and society, in Middle These resolutions breathe a spirit of independ
ence. They speak of the measures ofthe Jack- of the passengers of the Brandy wine, arrived
UN POWDER, for sale by the Cask or an Attorney for collection. Good Mechantable
ion, Mass, on Wednesday last.
son party in plain language, as dangerous to here yesterday in the steam boat Robert Ful
P1XE BOARDS, or HOOPS & STAPES
at retail by
J. K. MILLER.
A Probate Court will be holden at Ber freedom and deserving of the severest reprehen ton, that at the time the Brandywine took fire
May 4,1832._______ ____________ . will be received in payment.
sion of every honest man. They speak language she was racing with the steam boat Hudson ;
J. K. MILLER.
wick, on Monday next.
which sounds harsh in the ears of the servile that the Brandywine had stopped for an hour
April 25, 1832.
Assessors’ Notice.
tools of the higher powers—the more harsh and and a half to make some repairs; that on get
HE Inhabitants of tbe town of Kenne
A session of the Executive Council of this ungrateful, because it savors so strongly of truth.
bunk, and others liable to be assessed
State was expected to commence yesterday, Hence it is, that the meetings are pronounced , ting under headway a large quantity of rosin
therein, are hereby notified to make and bring HE subscriber has a number of MOW
“ complete failures”—and that it is attempted to 'l was thrown into the fires, which caused the
at Augusta.
ING TILLAGE FIELDS, to Let,
create an impression that the sentiments which sparks to fly very thick, and to set fire to some in to the undersigned, Assessors of said town,
on good terms, for the ensuing season.
We learn that Dr. Game’s dwelling-house they express are not in accordance with those of straw which lay near the chimnies ; that the true and perfect lists of their Polls, and of
He has also PASTURAGE for several
a majority of the people. Whether they are or wind blew hard down the river ; that the their estates both real and personal, which
and out-buildings, recently destroyed by fire are not is a question which connot be correctly number of passengers and, bands on board they were possessed of on the first day of COWS.
JOSEPH STORER.
K
ennebunk, April 28, 1832.__________ _
in N. Berwick, were insured by the Saco Mu- decided until the results of the fall elections shall was about two hundred—and that out of the May inst.
be known. Then we shall see.
whole there was but seventy five saved.
And the undersigned will be in session at QEÈD BARLEY, for sale by
ual Fire Ins urance Company for $1500.
The passengers were landed on an Island; the Selectmen’s Office, on Monday, the 7th O
JOSEPH K. MILLER.
The Board of Commissioners under the many of whom died of the burning before iday of May and the five following days, for
Herrick, who was charged with the mur
April 26.
der of Mr. Page, at Newburyport, several Treaty with Denmark are now in Session at morning. In attempting to get the yawl out, the purpose of receiving said lists.
EDWARD E. BOURNE,
>
the steam boat ran upon and sunk her. The
-weeks since, has been discharged—no bill Washington.
BENJAMIN TITCOMB,
>Assessor».
accounts given by the passengers of the num
Bills of the Phenix (Nantucket, Mass.) ber on board, vary—some saying 20Q, others
ALEXANDER McCULl.OCH, 5
having been found against him by the Grand
ANTED as early in the season as prac
Kennebunk,
May
5,
1832.
Bank
are
not
received
at
the
Suffolk
Bank
ticable, for which the market cast»
Jury. The Selectmen of Newburyport offer
230; but all agree that the number found liv
Boston—its charter expired in October last.
price will be paid by
ing, in the morning, upon the Island, was seva reward of $500 for the detection of the
JI
good
assortment
of
Justice
The City Government of Portland was or- i enty five. Nine women were lost, six of ‘
^urtmem oj
D. W. LORD & Co.
murderer.
Kennebunk-port, March 20,1832.
tf.
gamzed on Monday last.
| whom were black servants.
I Blanks for Bale at this Offi^ ce.

continuedfrom second page.
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COjYSUMPTtOJY!

ITCH OINTMENT.

~~SPRIN<^<AODS^

Asthma ! & Catarrh !

luced to 25
‘25 cenis.j
cents.]
TN that long train of diseases which seem to
\frice reduced
POETRY»
Which cures in jless than one hour’s apph- | grow with the growth of civilized socie ty,
cation. See directions.
in addition to his former Stock, comprisesTTAS just received a very large and well most every article usually called for in this
the eye— HE character ot
of this ceieorateu
celebrated OintThe Eye—the Eye-can volumes speak—
vicinity, and he is disposed to sell them on
ment stands unrivalled for being a sate, takes the lead in its relentless inroads upon
I7! selected stock of
(The soul is seated there,)
■ ‘ dreadful
dreadful diso:
disorder is
very reasonable terms for cash or other good sneedv
and
certain
cure
for
that loathsome human life ; yet this
meedv
Whether it beams with wit and sense,
A
11 _ J the Itch—and for fill
disease
called
all VlOIlS
kinds OI
ot I easjj„ overcome in its earlier stages, It is
„among which are—
Or starts the feeling tear.
PAmong them are the following articles, viz. pi
Broadcloths ; Cassimeres ; Vestings ;
pimples
injIV
]v w...............
ben neglected
glected that it arrives at the
mples on the skin. It is also a ivaluable ar- on
Sattinets; Flannels; Drillings j Storments, Black, Blue, Drab and Ohve Broadcloths ;
tide for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
Each other feature can deceive,
terrific maturity which so often baffles the
Blue,
Mixed
and
White
Cassimeres
;
The well known JAUNDICE BITTEKS sagacity of professional science.
The heart may feign a sigh ■>
T astins ’ Cassinets ; Woolhnets ;
.....
An ob
Anffola Cloths—Stripes, &c. for summer wear; Blue? Olive and Mixed Sattmets ;
The strongest oath may prove a cheat,
which are so eminently useful for removing
stinate
Cough
is
the
customary
English and American Ginghams; Calicoes; Devonshire Kersey ; Duffil
lannels
But never can the eye.
all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
Padding ; Buckram ; Black Lasting ;
Printed Muslins ; Pongees ; Colored Silks
A fresh supply is just received, and for sale by of the PULMONARY CONbUMP HON.
The Eye—the Eye—what passion reigns
Improper neglect in thé timely administra
French
Drilling
;
Hamilton
Stripes
;
White and Colored Cambricks ;
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
In that bright, lovely gem,
Cotton Plaids and Checks ;
tion of simple and salutary remedies, is sure
Plain
and
Figured
Muslins
;
Linens
;
ENOCH
GOODALE,
Saco.
It fills the soul with every fear,
Brown & Bleached Sheetings & Shirtings,
to be reproved by a dreadful succession of
Lawns ; Barrage ;
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland.
But brings sweet hope again.
.
Flag, Bandanna, Flag bilk, t Handkerchiefs ; Twilled Jean ; Nankin ;
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney Hastings, consumptive symptoms : oppression of the
Cotton Yarn from 7 to 17j,O11.Clot T’.
. Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimnson Low and.Reed, J. Fb
Black Silk and Cotton S
.
Oft have I seen it tell a tale,
Napt Hats ; Fine Dover Sheetings ; Linen , Hall and others, Druggistsjn Boston,^nd all ord^sto breast ; greenish and bloody spittle ; ulcer
When lips were closely sealed ;
Shawls ; Dimoties ; Gloves ; Hosiery ;
ated lungs and hectic fever ; shrivelled ex
Lawn ; Russia Diaper ; Duck ,
.
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. -D.__ ,—
Oft has its sparkling rays spoke words
Rabons; Long
tremities^ and general emaciation of the
The Maiden thought concealed.
Brown Holland ; Dimoty ; Bed Tickms ,
aTgo®» STAN»
whole body ; prostration of strength ; flush
Cotton
Sewing
Thread
;
Linen
Floss
;
S^XeS^eedles;^;
Painters may boast their heavenly art,
Tapes ; Ladies Cotton Hose ;
ed cheeks ; swollen feet and legs ; and, at
Prepare their finest dye,
Colored Worsted do. ;
Brass and Silver Thimbles ;
Their skill is vain—an empty boast—
N excellent stand for a Store and Potash— last in full possession of tke mental facul
Gentlemen’s Mixed Cotton do.;
t
Gilt, Lasting and Pearl Buttons ; Yarns ,
They ne'er can paint the eye.
particularly for one who wishes to set ties’ and while hope still whispers her flat
Worsted Gloves; White &
«0.,
Sheetings ; Shirtings ; Tickings ;
tering tale—cold extremities, and a-prema
tle
down for permanent business—where
Kid do.; Pound and Paper Pins ;
Umbrellas ; Navirenoes ; <fcc. tec.
Reason, and Instinct* both agree,
much could now be done, and constantly in ture death.
Italian Sewing Silk; Twist ;
ALSO-AN ASSORTMENT
If we the heart would try,
! creasing—in a good town and neighborhoo
For the various stages of this complaint,
Nothing can shew its inmost thoughts,
Treble Gilt Coat and vest rjuiiuuB ’,
J.
Silk
; near valuable
■ ” water power,
---- -----which
i;~1, is T,/
"v m
,n one of the most approved remedies ever yet
now
Unless we see the eye.
Camblet & Lasting do. ;, S:
’1’ Braids & Cords
.
Hair Combs; Fancy Hdkfs.; Stay Lacings; part improved by a Sawmill and Carding ma discovered is
‘ *Tlie dog always looks into the eye of his mas
chine—can now be had on application to the
Calicoes from 6d to 2s per yard ;
Groceries,
^c.
ter to learn how he feels affected towards him
Thibet,
Raw
Silk,
Valentia
&
Cotton
Shawls
,
All of which, and many other GOODS not
and all nations, however rude and «npohshed,
S Also,6 a ® lacfcsmitB W allied.
Silk Bandanna Hdkfs. ; Flag Silk do.;
have alluded to the eye in their poetical effu specified, will be sold CHEAP for CASH.
This exceedingly powerful, and yet eAn excellent stand for a Blacksmith, who
Gentlemen’s Italian Silk Cravats ; Cotton do.;
^nnebunk, JlprU
1832._______ -_____
sions.
can have the immediate business of probacy qually safe and innocent preparation, has
Grecian Boots ios Children ;
more than sixty families, can be had as above. effected thorough and rapid cures upon pa-_
Brown and Colored Cambrics ;
ATCisOW.
OFFICIAL ACCOUNT
Plain and Fig’d Muslins ; White Cambrics ; The shop will probably be ready to receive an tients supposed to have been far advanced
Of the Battle, during the late war, m which
occupant in a little more than one week, with in a confirmed Consumption, and who have
Cambric Muslin ; Lace ; Lace Footing ;
Gen. Jackson received the bullet recently
Belt Ribbons ; Hooks & Eyes; Scissors ;
mer??twSlSXje pSge ofdoing'the| «MbteHbe
iehave just received,
extracted from his arm ;—
Boxes Paints ; Ribbons ; Pressed Crapes ;
FRANKtIN, TENN. SEPT. 10,1813.
USB DOZ. Fancy Chairs ;
dicate
a
fatal
termination
of
the
disorder.
Bonnet Wire ; Rattan ; Battiste Robes ;
work of a Grist Mill, with two run of Stone, (
A difference which had been for some
Cambric do. ; Plain Blue & Pink Ginghams ; which is now in progress of being erected. I dr. RELFE’S PILLS have also ob
Crockery and Glass Ware ;
months brewing between Gen. Jackson and
English Plaid do. ; Wick Yarn ; Suspenders; None need apply but such as can bring good (tained the highest character as a Pectoral
100 Rolls Paper Hangings ;
myself, produced on Saturday last, in the town and a variety of articles which they offer at Umbrellas; Cloth Brushes ; Quality Binding; recommendations.
Medicine, affording the most unexpected re
of Nashville, the most outrageous affray ever private sale until the 14th of May at 1 Black Sarsnet; Fig’d & Gro’ de Naples Silks;
witnessed in a civilized country. In cormnu- C’doek P. M. when ^w.U sei! byAucnon. Green Sarsnet ; Bombazeen ; Circassians ;
Also, a Clothier is Wanted. lief to those laboring under the common
nicating this affair to my friends and fellow
One of the best stands in the county for a Cough, occasioned by acrid humors irritat
Spotted Flannel Rattinetts ;
citizens, I limit myself to the statement of a
Morocco Walking Shoes ; Kid Slippers, &c. Clothier, can be had ps above. No one near ing the throat, or by deflections on the
Kennebunk-port,
April
20,1832.
_________
few leading facts, the truth of which I am
er than twelve miles. A good and faithful jlingS — symptoms which deprive the sufferer
---- A GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF---workman, would at once command the im of sleep, and gradually introduce the long
ready to establish by judicial proofs.
1. That myself and my brother, Jesse Ben
HE subscriber would inform the public Crockery St tllass Ware--viz : mediate business of probably more than one train of Pulmonary affections. The Pills
ton, arriving in Nashville on the morning of
hundred and thirty families. Firstrate rec appease the cough, promote easy expecto
that he has closed his business of man China & Blue Printed Tea Setts ;
the affray, and knowing of Gen. Jackson s
ommendations will be required.—-Those in
ufacturing Tin Ware, and wishes for a settle
 Printed Plates ; Ewers & Basins ;
Blue
threats, went and took our lodgings in a dif ment with all persons with whom he has Edged Plates ; Blue Pt’d. & C. C. Teas ;
pursuit of places for the above branches of ration, very essentially relieve, and often
ferent house from the one in which he staid, accounts.
business are invited to come and look for entirely cure the most obstinate and distress
Blue Printed Custard Cups ; B. P. Bowls ;
„ , _ , • t> n
ing cases.— Common Colds are usually re
N B All persons indebted to his 1 edlars Large Edged Dishes ; Sugars; Creams ;
on purpose to avoid him.
_. 4
themselves.
2. That the General and some ofms friends arc requested tosettleand^—tdy. Salt Cellars ; Covered Chambers ;
Some other trades would find good encour moved by the Pills in a few hours.
came to the house where we had put up, and
agement here—particularly a good Tanner
Glass Lamps ; Vinegar Cruets; Tumblers;
In the harrassing and suffocating com
commenced the attack by levelling a pistol at
and Currier, could he connect with it the plaint of the asthma, the Pills give imme
Kennebunk-port, April 20._______ &c. &c.
me. when I had no weapon drawn, and ad
a part of his own Leather, eith- diate relief. They mitigate the complaint,
HARD WARE GOODS, . manufacturing
vancing upon me at a quick pace, without ~
PALM LEAF HATS.
eras Shoe-Maker or Saddler.
Such
as
Coffee
Mills
;
Patent
Wheel
Heads
;
giving me time to draw one.
’
The above mentioned stands for business, and generally effect a radical cure, in those
f UST received and for sale5 by
Fancy & Common Bellows ; Paint Brushes ;• are situated near the head of Webb’s Pond, Asthmatic attacks characterized by difficul
3. That seeing this, my brother fired upon
WILLIAM LORD.
Floor, Hearth and Horse do. ; Curry Combs;
Gen. Jackson, when he had got within 8 or
April 21, 1832.
______ Shovels & Tongs ; Scale Beams ; Hand Saws; surrounded by settlements,—where two coun ty of breathing, tightness and stricture across
ty roads now branch out from each other, are the breast and in the lungs, oppressive flat
10 feet of me.
,
- , .
Fine Iron Back do. ; Hoes; .
4. That four other pistols were fired in
garden seeds
connected with the best Water Power in the ulences, wheezing,coughing, hoarseness, cos
Back
Straped
Shovels
;
quick succession ; one by General Jackson
RESH GARDEN SEEDS put up by the
town, where business in Lumber, Wool card tiveness & many other asthmatic symptoms.
Goodyear
’
s
Patent
Manure
Forks
;
at me ; two by me at the General; and one
Shakers of last year’s growth, for sale
ing and Brick-making is now carried on—and
As the Pills require in ordinary cases no
Double
&
Single
C.
SteeljPlane
Irons
;
by Col. Coffee at me. In the course of this b
J. K. MILLER.
are so situated as to town roads, the lay of confinement, they may be administered with
Gouges
;
Chisels
;
Spoke
Shaves
;
firing General Jackson was brought to the
the
land,
and
location
in
the
town,
as
natu

April 13, 1832.
Mill Files, 3 Sqr. do. Round & Half Round do. rally to command most of the business of a confidence and safety to all ages and classes
ground ; but I received no hurt.
•
Shoe Rasps ; Shoe Hammers ;
5. That daggers were then drawn. Col.
large and thriving township, and probably of people. Unexampled success has hith
t
Coffee and Mr. Alexander Donaldson made
ILLIAM LORD, has just received a Nail Hammers ; Shoe Thread ;
will eventually near the whole of it, together erto attended their administration in a great
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Salem, and Plantations No. 1 and No. 8,—at to the blessings of accustomed health and
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INSURANCE COMPANY general debility, on taking two bodies of
dalous that such things should take place at
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these Pills, and one box of Dr. Reife’s An
OF
anytime; but particularly so at the present
Square Swedes do.
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moment, when the public service requires the
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the
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defending his post, than I would for the repu
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tations of ail the duellists and gladiators that
estate of
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used before.
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Cash advanced on consignments.
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and indeed “ the only man who can save mis
Persons wishing to be insured, can apply entirely cured by Dr. Reife’s Asthmatic Pills.
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Esq. for the centennary celebration at NewConditions of sale will be made known at THIS remedy is one that has been pre ton:—&also, by his special appointment*
York, is a neat small sword, such as worn by
ÿj-STOHE TO IÆT..£Sj time and place.
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. remainder, of his Hats at
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